Indexes to children’s information books

and encouraged to use them at school and elsewhere in order to develop necessary and valuable retrieval skills

• Children’s indexes should not be seen as simplified versions of adult indexes, but compiled with the capabilities of the child in mind
• Consistency and the avoidance of ‘passing references’ to topics are even more important in children’s indexes than in indexes for adults. Introductory notes should be informal and user-friendly, using appropriate terminology and a suitable heading to make them prominent
• Indexes should be allocated a page or pages of their own and not fitted onto a final page of text as though an afterthought
• Printing the entire alphabet, in upper and lower case, on the same page as the index, would serve as a helpful reference point
• Sections and section headers, to denote and highlight groups of words starting with the same letter, are recommended to aid children in locating index terms

The children who were involved in the work with schools thought that every information book should have an index and generally thought indexes to be helpful, but using an index could be a slow process for children and any unnecessary hindrance should be avoided.

Further information about the research and publication of the results may be obtained from Professor Ken Bakewell, 9 Greenacre Road, Liverpool L25 OLD (Tel. 0151-486 4137).
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Developing a guide to indexing services

The idea for a guide to indexing services was inspired by a “Commissioning Checklist” produced by the Canberra Society of Editors in 1994. This four-page publication is intended to assist those commissioning an editor’s services. It covers project definition, selection of appropriate services, and the various levels of edit (with clear explanations of what is involved in each task) which can be commissioned. It is a useful tool not only for publishers and clients, but as an introduction to those contemplating professional editing work.

The ACT Region Branch of the Australian Society of Indexers (AusSI) felt that a similar publication covering indexing services would be valuable for clients and practitioners. It would make clients aware of choices available to them in the types of indexes that can be created, and of the tasks involved in various types of indexing. It would give potential indexers an idea of what to expect of indexing work. It could act as the basis for, or justification of, the indexing rates for freelance work which the Society produces at regular intervals. It could also be a working document for clarifying the skills necessary for indexing tasks, and therefore the types of training required to ensure that these skills are successfully acquired. Our intention is to produce a guide which specifies the core and peripheral tasks and skills involved in different types of indexing. Once a type of indexing is defined, identifying the tasks involved and skills needed is relatively straightforward.

However, determining when a form of indexing is unique enough to demand different skills from its practitioners requires a knowledge of the wide range of indexing undertaken. We feel that to ensure that most types of indexing are considered, we need input from a good cross section of indexers. We are particularly interested to know if they feel the type of indexing they do requires different skills or specialised knowledge.

For example, database indexers (ie those who index for automated information services) follow standard rules for bibliographic descriptions of the documents in hand; have a strong subject emphasis; rely heavily on thesauri and other authority lists for consistency; and deal with many documents, usually of a similar subject nature, for the same job.

Back-of-book indexers follow standard rules for punctuation, filing and layout; rely on the terminology of the author rather than on standardised word lists; and deal with one document without reference to others in its field.

Different skills and work practices may also exist for other types of indexing, or for subgroups within the two categories noted. For example, are special skills or tasks involved in legal indexing; audiovisual, picture or photo indexing; genealogical indexing; newspaper indexing; cumulative indexes for journal titles; or indexing for electronic media like the internet?

It was on this basis that the ACT Region Branch applied for, and was awarded, an AusSI research grant. The purpose of the grant is to produce the guide to services, based on the information obtained from practitioners about the types of work they do and the skills and tasks involved.

It was initially our intention to gather this information through a Canberra-based workshop; however, in order to canvass the widest viewpoints from our members we are encouraging each AusSI Branch or Group to hold one of their regular meetings on this topic, between now and March 1998. The ACT Region Branch will provide background information and focus questions for the groups, but the emphasis of the meeting and the types of indexing and skills covered will be up to each group. We are hoping that each Branch or Group’s responses can be coordinated by nominated representatives, whose collective task will be to develop the guide from the information provided.

We would also be interested in any feedback from overseas indexers. The task of defining the nature and breadth of our profession is one which I’m sure has engaged us all at various times, and we in Australia would be happy to reap the wisdom of those who have trod this path before!

To pursue this topic, please contact: Lynn Farkas (c/- Datascape Information Pty Ltd, GPO Box 1870, Canberra ACT 2601, e-mail jgllspie@pcug.org.au

Lynn Farkas